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Also discover the Challenge 
of the best participants 
in the Raffl  e and its 2 
"nature" trips to be won !

6 nature trips
to win
Many other 
"nature" lots!
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The Raffle of Hope for Wild Animals is part 
of a lucid and optimistic approach. Lucid 
because the climate crisis and the collapse 
of non-human living fuel humanitarian and 
health crises, socio-economic and geopoliti-
cal disorders. Faced with this deadly cascade 
of crises, the human institutions seem inca-
pable to act upstream, on ecological causes, 
with the necessary will and energy. Optimis-
tic because we, Civil Society, are millions to 
be able to act effectively, provided we avoid 
the two pitfalls leading to non-action: the pit-
fall linked to the crisis of confidence: "I don't 
know how associations will use my money”, 
and the pitfall of turning in on oneself: “The 
world is falling apart, but I can still please - 
but I can still get away with it". 

Buy Raffle of Hope for Wild Animals tickets, 
it means acting and believe in the future. 
All of the profits of the Raffle (85% of the 
proceeds) will be donated to exemplary asso-
ciations mobilized for wild animals, forests 
and the oceans and for human populations 
that depend on these ecosystems. Promote 
the Raffle around you is also very important, 
that's why we also offer the Challenge of the 
best participants. 

Thank you for your commitment ! 

Christophe Navarro,  
Univet Nature Chairman

DVM
Alain Moussu,  

Univet Nature Director
DVM

Christophe Navarro, Chairman Univet Nature, at 
the African Giraffe Conservation Center

Word  
from the founders
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Univet Nature, because every life matters
Univet Nature is an endowment fund created 
in 2018 by veterinarians and ecologists to 
provide financial support to nature protec-
tion associations. These associations are 
chosen according to their projects, com-
mitment and probity of their leaders. They 
work for the mostly in the tropics where are 
the maximum of stakes and threats for the 
biodiversity. 

Based on the IUCN Red Lists (Internatio-
nal Union for the Conservation of Nature) 
and on the objectives of the Convention for 
Biodiversity of the United Nations, Univet 
Nature participates in reducing mortalities of 
threatened species (poaching, cetacean-ship 
collisions etc.) and the destruction of natural 
spaces (through the acquisitions land), and 

finances reforestation actions and environ-
mental education. 

These programs are conducted in collabo-
ration with the local populations, and make 
converge the struggles against poverty and 
against the destruction of nature. In Mada-
gascar for example, associations recruit 
guardians who watch over and protect the 
Lemurs, forests but also rice fields, allowing 
as many families, sometimes without fixed 
income, secure their daily lives and the future 
of their children. 

The funds distributed by Univet Nature are all 
of private origin : donations from individuals, 
corporate sponsorship, micro-donations, 
expertises, voluntary carbon offsetting etc. 

Veterinarian providing care to a Peregrine Falcon
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In 2023, the Raffle of Hope for Wild Animals 
will be a new and ambitious fundraiser tool : 
we will sell 60,000 € 5 tickets, and 85 % of 
the recipe will be distributed to associations 
partners i.e. € 255,000. A large mobilization 
of the public will be necessary, encouraged 
by the "Challenge", to succeed in selling all 
tickets during the period from March 10 to 
November 15, 2023. 

Purchasing a raffle ticket is not a donation, 
it does not generate a tax receipt. For those 
who wish, it is of course possible to add a 
donation to the purchase of raffle tickets.

Because every life matters.
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Greater Bamboo Lemur © Benjamin KABOUCHE

In Madagascar, 5 € allows to pay a day 
of surveillance of a family of Lemurs, 

thus protected from poaching.
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Projects supported by Univet Nature

The Fatu Hiva Monarch 
(Marquises, French Polynesia)

Wetlands,
 orchids,
 lemurs,

 Radiated Tortoise,
 Humpback Whale

 in Madagascar

The Crested Macaque 
of Sulawesi

The elephants of Laos
Whales and Spinetail Devil Ray 

in Mediterranean Sea

The regional safeguard Center 
for wildlife of Buoux

The Hermann's Tortoise

Sea turtles and forests 
of Sumatra

The Orangutan 
and the Borneo Elephant

The Common Cranes
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The Monarch of Fatu Hiva
In critical danger of extinction, with five bree-
ding pairs and a population of less than 20 
individuals, it is the most threatened bird in 
France. This endemic passerine of the small 
island of Fatu Hiva (Marquises Islands) is 
threatened by predation by cats and rats. 
The control of these threats is carried out by 
the association MANU. In 2022, avian malaria 
was identified as an additional cause of mor-
tality for chicks in their first days of life. A pro-
gram to create a captive population has been 
created, with specialists in this species and in 
avian malaria. The project still requires fun-
ding of 100,000 euros. By purchasing tickets, 
raffle participants can save a species on the 
brink of extinction.

https://univetnature.org/2022/04/27/sauvez-
le-monarque-de-fatu-hiva-loiseau-le-plus-
menace-de-france/

Monarch of Fatu Hiva © Benjamin IGNACE

FOCUS ON PROJECTS
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The Greater Bamboo Lemur of Madagascar
Lemurs are the most endangered mammals 
in the world. The French association Helpsi-
mus, led by primatologist Delphine Roullet, 
works to save a rare lemur from Madagas-
car, the Greater Bamboo Lemur. Its conser-
vation program is very much involved in the 
fight against poverty, allowing the Ranoma-
fana region to be the only one where the 
populations of Greater Bamboo Lemurs are 
increasing.

https://www.helpsimus.org

Greater Bamboo Lemur © F. PERROUX

A Raffle for lemurs and Malagasy 
populations :

 � by enabling local communities in 
Madagascar to live and work in a 
preserved forest environment ; 

 � by preserving a mosaic of agricultu-
ral land, bamboo forests and forest 
fragments ; 

 � by directly financing the sustainabi-
lity of rice fields and the operation of 
several school canteens ; 

 � by recruiting people without official 
employment for environmental edu-
cation and the monitoring of lemurs 
and trees. 

HELPSIMUS creates the conditions to 
fight against poverty and stop the des-
truction of natural environments and 
the poaching of lemurs.
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Sea turtles and 
forests in Sumatra
On the island of Sumatra in Indonesia, the 
French association Rimba leads a program 
of reforestation, beach cleaning and recy-
cling of plastics, and implements responsible 
tourism. 

With Univet Nature, it has also started a pro-
gram to acquire plots of secondary forests, 
on the outskirts of the Muaro Duo Reserve, in 
order to limit illegal logging and wildlife poa-
ching. In addition, monitoring the beaches of 
Marak Island, where Hawksbill Sea Turtles, 
one of the most endangered species of sea 
turtles in the world, lay their eggs, helps pro-
tect the eggs from predators and poaching. 

http://rimba-ecoproject.com

Hawksbill Sea Turtle © Rickard ZERPE CC BY 2.0

A Raffle for the tropical forests of 
Indonesia :

 � by organizing the surveillance of the 
beaches of the island of Marak in 
Sumatra (Indonesia) to prevent the 
destruction of nesting sea turtles ; 

 � by preserving the Muaro Duo Forest 
Nature Reserve (400 Ha) from illegal 
logging and poaching ; 

 � by acquiring plots of forest on the 
outskirts of the Reserve to increase 
the total protected area and create 
a buffer zone with nearby human 
activities ; 

 � by initiating English and computer 
lessons for the children of the village 
adjacent to the Reserve, as well as 
actions of environmental education 
and recycling of plastics ; 

 � by preparing the creation of a nur-
sery for reforestation and a program 
of nesting boxes for the hornbills, 
prestigious fruit-eating birds of 
these forests.

RIMBA creates the conditions to 
reconcile the Minang populations of 
Sumatra with their living environment, 
and allow their children to have the 
best chance of living with dignity.

FOCUS ON PROJECTS
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The elephants of Laos
Laos, the country of the “million elephants” 
has only 800 pachyderms left. The French 
association Des Eléphants et Des Hommes 
conducts forest protection, awareness and 
education programs as well as the return to 
the wild of elephants. Univet Nature supports 
the creation of a brigade of forest guards 
mounted on elephant back, in the protected 
national reserve of Nam Pouy, in order to 
fight against illegal logging.

https://www.dedh-ngo.org

Elephants © DES ÉLÉPHANTS ET DES HOMMES
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The Common Cranes of the Semois meadows
Natagora is a Belgian association specialized 
in the creation and management of nature 
reserves. In the Semois basin, the Breu-
vanne and Plate sous les Monts reserves are 
important refuge areas within an ecological 
network of inestimable value. The project led 
by Natagora is a 24 ha extension of the Breu-
vanne reserve: the acquisition and protection 
of this space will ensure greater security for 
wildlife in the area. This aspect is important, 
in particular for the role the site plays as a 
staging area for Common Cranes. 

https://www.natagora.be

Common Crane 
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Hermann's and Madagascar's tortoises
The SOPTOM center in Madagascar aims to 
study and protect Radiated Tortoises. The 
park extends over 35 hectares, in order to 
accommodate these animals seized during 
trafficking.

Under the coordination of Franck Bonin, 
veterinarian, they are cared for and identified 
before to be released with the agreement of 
the Malagasy government.

In the Var (France), SOPTOM is leading a pro-
gram to reintroduce the Hermann's Tortoise 
made necessary by the consequences of the 
fire in the summer of 2021.

https://www.tortuesoptom.org

Star tortoise after being treated by veterinarians and soon to be released © Benjamin KABOUCHE
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100 Prizes for a Raffle
The Prizes of the Raffle of Hope for the Wild 
Animals want to promote encounters with the 
beauty and diversity of life. Observe nature 
and animals, near my home or in distant lati-
tudes, is very often the first step in engage-
ment volunteer and donor. The Prizes, such 
as Challenge Rewards (next page), are there-
fore designed as an extension of the action 
financed by the Raffle. 

The first category of Prizes are the trips 
organized by Escursia, a specialist engaged 
in naturalistic journeys. Half of the journeys 
offered is by train, and the Raffle winners are 
free to choose in the Escursia catalog. 

The second category of Prizes are items offe-
red to choose from the catalog of the LPO 
store (League for the Protection of Birds), 

including a wide selection of nesting boxes, 
feeders, optical equipment and books. 

The Tombola has 100 Prizes, a total value of 
€ 31,025.

 � 1st Prize : an Escursia gift voucher for 
€ 10,000.

 � 2nd Prize : an Escursia gift voucher for 
€ 5,000.

 � From the 3rd to the 5th Prize : 3 Escursia 
gift vouchers € 1,000 each.

 � From the 6th to the 27th Prize : 22 LPO gift 
vouchers € 400 each.

 � From the 28th to the 59th Prize : 32 LPO 
gift vouchers € 100 each.

 � From the 60th to the 100th Prize : 41 LPO 
gift vouchers € 25 each.

FOR WILD ANIMALS
R A F F L Eof hopeof hope
100 PRIZES & 50 REWARDS
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50 Rewards for a Raffle
There will be individual Rewards for the natu-
ral persons most involved in the sale of Raffle 
tickets, those whose Challenger number will 
appear on the greatest number of tickets. To 
participate in the Challenge, you must there-
fore request a Challenger number (see Your 
Contacts page 14). It is this number that you 
will communicate to your Supporters, and 
that they will enter when buying their Raffle 
tickets.

« Dad, Mum, dear friends: I don't want any gift 
for my birthday. In place, I suggest you buy 
raffle tickets from Univet Nature and register 
my number of Challenge on your purchase 
form. You will support a good cause, you will be 
able to win a trip, maybe you'll make me win the 
Challenge. ».

The Challenge has 50 Rewards, with a total 
value of € 7,825.

 � 1st Reward : an Escursia gift voucher for 
€3,000. 

 � 2nd Reward : an Escursia gift voucher for 
€1,000. 

 � From the 3rd to the 7th Reward : 5 LPO gift 
vouchers €400 each. 

 � From the 8th to the 17th Reward : 10 LPO 
gift vouchers €100 each. 

 � From the 18th to the 50th Reward : 33 LPO 
gift vouchers €25 each.
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They support the Raffle
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Thank you for your participation !
Contact us to get your Challenger number.

Your contacts
Alain MOUSSU, Veterinary Dr

alain.moussu@univetnature.org
+33 6 23 75 70 94

Marie JACQUIER, Veterinary Dr
marie.jacquier@univetnature.org

+33 7 70 24 84 51
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